The midpoint pathology (in the sense of Kager 2012) characterizes a type of unattested stress system in which the stressable window contracts to a single word-internal syllable in some words, but not others. Kager (2012) shows that the pathology is a prediction of analyses employing contextual lapse constraints (e.g. *ExtLapseR; no 000 strings at the right edge) and argues that the only way to avoid it is to eliminate these constraints from Con. This article explores an alternative: that systems exhibiting the midpoint pathology are unattested not because the constraints that would generate them are absent from Con, but because they are difficult to learn. This study belongs to a growing body of work exploring the idea that phonological typology is shaped by considerations of learnability.* Keywords: learnability, phonology, stress, typology 1. Introduction. One of the goals of linguistic research is to construct theories that make the right typological predictions: theories that predict the existence of all and only those patterns attested in the world's languages. In constraint-based theories of phonology, such as optimality theory (OT; Prince & Smolensky 2004) , the typological predictions of a constraint set can be evaluated by exploring its factorial typology. The notion of factorial typology is grounded in the classical assumption that the set of constraints (Con) is universal, but constraint rankings are language-specific. If all constraints are freely rankable, then the set of systems predicted by a given constraint set, its factorial typology, is equivalent to the set of systems generated by each possible ranking of constraints.
One possible analysis of the typology of window systems employs contextual antilapse constraints (Green & Kenstowicz 1995 , Elenbaas & Kager 1999 , Gordon 2002 , which forbid lapses from occurring within certain specified domains of the word. For example, a system enforcing a right-edge trisyllabic window can be modeled with the constraint *ExtendedLapseRight (or *ExtLapseR, defined in 1), which forbids a sequence of three stressless syllables from occupying the word's right edge. When *ExtLapseR is active, stress must fall on one of the final three syllables, as shown in 2; other constraints will determine its exact placement within this window.
(1) *ExtLapseR: Assign one * if none of the final three syllables is stressed.
Learnability shapes typology: The case of the midpoint pathology 755 1 The discussion in this article focuses exclusively on Kager's (2012) referent of the term midpoint pathology. Earlier uses of the term, by Eisner (1997) and Hyde (2008) , describe a different kind of pattern, in which stress gravitates toward the middle of all words, regardless of their length. These kinds of patterns are predicted by the generalized alignment approach to alignment constraints (Prince & Smolensky 2004) Other anti-lapse constraints can be employed to analyze the three remaining types of system in Table 1 . *ExtendedLapseLeft (or *ExtLapseL) enforces a left-edge trisyllabic window by forcing stress to fall within that domain; *LapseRight (*LapseR) and *LapseLeft (*LapseL) enforce right-and left-edge disyllabic windows, respectively. See 3-5 for definitions.
(3) *ExtLapseL: Assign one * if none of the initial three syllables is stressed. (4) *LapseR: Assign one * if neither of the final two syllables is stressed.
(5) *LapseL: Assign one * if neither of the initial two syllables is stressed. Kager (2012) shows that a grammar including anti-lapse constraints can predict all attested window systems; however, a grammar including these constraints also overgenerates. In particular, anti-lapse constraints give rise to a version of the midpoint pathology. The midpoint pathology is a term used by Kager (2012) to describe a type of system in which the stressable window contracts to a single word-internal syllable in some words, but not others. 1 Generally speaking, midpoint systems arise when two anti-lapse constraints dominate all others. For example, when the two top-ranked constraints are *ExtLapseL and *ExtLapseR (in that order), the system in 6 results. Accentual domains where *ExtLapseL and *ExtLapseR can be satisfied are bracketed and subscripted or superscripted with L or R, respectively; stressable syllables given the constraint ranking in 6 are bolded.
(6) *ExtLapseL >> *ExtLapseR
e. L {σσσ} L R {σσσ} R f. L {σσσ} L σ R {σσσ} R In 6a and 6b, stress may fall on any syllable in the word, as all options satisfy *ExtLapseL and *ExtLapseR. In other words, the accentual domains of *ExtLapseL and *ExtLapseR overlap entirely. In 6c and 6d, however, the accentual domains of *ExtLapseL and *ExtLapseR only partially overlap. To satisfy both window constraints in a four-syllable word, like 6c, it is necessary to stress either the second or third syllable; in a five-syllable word, like 6d, the accentual domain is restricted to the word's middle syllable (its midpoint). In words of six syllables or longer, like 6e-f, the domains of the two window constraints no longer overlap. Because *ExtLapseL dominates *ExtLapseR, one of the initial three syllables must be stressed.
Many other midpoint systems can be created through different combinations of context-sensitive varieties of *Lapse and *ExtLapse. For example, a system where *LapseR >> *LapseL is schematized in 7, and a system where *ExtLapseL >> *LapseR is in 8. While the specifics of the patterns in 7-8 are different from those of the pattern in 6, the overall situation is the same: two contextual anti-lapse constraints compete, and in words of a certain length, the stressable domain is restricted to a single syllable in the middle of the word.
(7) *LapseR >> *LapseL
f. L {σσσ} L σσ R {σσ} R While it is not unheard of for the size of the stressable window to be dependent on word length (see §5.2), systems like 6-8, where the stressable window narrows and then widens again, are unattested. Thus we have a situation where a particular constraint set overgenerates: while including contextual anti-lapse constraints (e.g. *ExtLapseL, *ExtLapseR) in Con results in a theory that generates all attested window systems, it also generates some unattested systems: midpoint systems, like those in 6-8.
Expected frequency of midpoint systems.
When dealing with cases of overgeneration, there is always the possibility that a predicted but unattested system is an accidental gap: that is, it exists, but has not been discovered yet. While we cannot rule out this possibility, we can evaluate whether it is realistic by determining how frequent we might expect the predicted pattern to be.
One way to evaluate the expected frequency of a pattern is to determine the number of constraint rankings that are compatible with it. If each possible permutation of rankings within a given constraint set is equally probable, 2 then we might expect that the more rankings are consistent with a single surface pattern, the more frequent that pat- 756 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 92, NUMBER 4 (2016) tern should be. For example: if pattern A (in 9a) can be generated by either of two rankings, but pattern B (in 9b) by only one, then all else being equal we might expect for pattern A to be twice as frequent as pattern B, since twice as many rankings generate pattern A as generate pattern B.
(9) a. Pattern A: Const1 >> Const2, or Const3 >> Const4 b. Pattern B: Const5 >> Const6 Work by Anttila (1997) and Bane and Riggle (2008) has confirmed this expectation: in the domains that have been investigated (such as the typology of quantity-insensitive stress systems), the patterns that are the most frequent are also the patterns that are generated by the largest numbers of rankings.
To know how frequent we expect midpoint systems to be, we have to first determine how many constraint rankings generate them. Kager (2012) claims that midpoint systems are generated when two opposite-edge anti-lapse constraints sit at the top of the hierarchy; assuming a single stress per word, 322,560 (or 8.89%) rankings of Kager's (2012 Kager's ( :1479 anti-lapse constraint set fit this description. 3 But this precondition is not specific enough: in order to generate a midpoint system, several other ranking conditions must hold. For example, in quantity-insensitive midpoint systems, stress must be aligned to the outer edge of the window for the 'overlapping domains' effect to be visible. This is illustrated by the systems in 12 and 13, both of which have *ExtLapseL and *ExtLapseR ranked at the top of the hierarchy (as in 6). In 12, stress is pulled toward the outer edge of the window by AlignL, defined in 10; in 13, stress is pulled toward the inner edge of the window by AlignR, defined in 11.
(10) AlignL: Assign one * for each syllable separating stress from the left edge of the word. (11) AlignR: Assign one * for each syllable separating stress from the right edge of the word. R In 12, the effect of the overlapping domains is visible: when the size of the window shrinks in 12c-d, stress is pulled from its default initial position toward the middle of Learnability shapes typology: The case of the midpoint pathology 757 the word, only to return to its default initial position once the domains no longer overlap. But 13, where stress is right-aligned toward the inner edge of the stress window, is indistinguishable from a system with post-peninitial stress, as in Choguita Rarámuri (Caballero 2011) or Ho-Chunk (Winnebago; Miner 1989) . In other words, while the ranking in 12 generates a midpoint system, the ranking in 13 does not. With cases like 13 and others excluded, only 166,480 (or 4.58%) rankings of Kager's constraint set give rise to midpoint systems. Translating this into expected frequency of attestation, we expect that midpoint systems should make up 4.58% of all languages with one stress per word. However, no midpoint systems are attested in either Kager's (2012) survey of accentual window systems or in Gordon's (2002) survey of quantityinsensitive stress systems. In Gordon's survey, 187/262 languages (numbers from Gordon 2002:493-95 ) have a single stress per word; see Table 2 for a breakdown of the single-stress systems by stress position. 4 758 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 92, NUMBER 4 (2016) 4 It should be noted, however, that Gordon's (2002) proposal undergenerates to some degree, and that the survey is not completely comprehensive. For example, the proposal precludes the possibility of languages with post-peninitial stress (as in Ho-Chunk; see e.g. Miner 1989) , and the typology does not include any examples of systems where stress placement depends on word length (e.g. Içuã Tupi; Abrahamson 1968); on these systems see §5.2.
5 Earlier works on weak layering cited by Kager (2012) are Hewitt 1992 , Rice 1992 , Kager 1994 , Blevins & Harrison 1999 , Itô & Mester 2003 , Rifkin 2003 , Zoll 2004 , and Caballero 2011 . Kager also notes that these OT models continue a tradition of exploring weak layering in the prosodic hierarchy; see for example Prince 1980 , Selkirk 1980 , and Dresher & Lahiri 1991 Assuming that these numbers are representative and that 71.37% of all languages have one stress per word, then 3.26% of all languages should be midpoint systems. As of August 2014, 510 languages were included in StressTyp (Goedemans & van der Hulst 2009). Of these, sixteen (= 3.26%) should be midpoint systems. Sixteen is not a huge number, but the difference between 16/510 (expected) and 0/510 (attested) is significant (binomial test, p < 0.001). Thus, appealing to the expected frequency of midpoint systems is not sufficient to explain their absence: given that these systems are expected to be reasonably frequent, we must continue to look for reasons why they are unattested.
2.2.
One solution: kager and weakly layered feet. Kager (2012) proposes to exclude midpoint systems from the predicted typology by removing contextual antilapse constraints from Con and by introducing weakly layered feet. 5 Weakly layered feet are composed of two constituents: a maximally binary head (so ([σσ]) or ([σ]), but not *([σσσ])), and an optional monosyllabic adjunct ((σ[σσ] ) or (σ[σ]), for example). In Kager's theory, feet are maximally ternary, and this is assumed to be hardwired into Gen: feet with more than one adjunct (e.g. *(σ[σσ]σ)) or more than one head (e.g. * (σ[σσ] [σσ])) are not admitted as possible candidates. Thus the foot inventory includes the feet listed in Table 3 (see Kager 2012 Kager :1482 .
The size and composition of the foot is determined by a number of constraints that regulate foot form. In addition to standard foot-based constraints, that is, Iamb and Trochee (see Kager 2012 Kager :1482 for the full list and definitions), two new constraints, AlignHeadL (= heads are left-aligned with feet) and AlignHeadR (= heads are rightaligned with feet), regulate the linear ordering of the foot's head and its adjunct. When AlignHeadL >> AlignHeadR, the adjunct appears on the right, as in ([σσ]σ); when AlignHeadR >> AlignHeadL, the adjunct appears on the left, as in (σ[σσ] ). Binary feet arise when the foot head must be both right-and left-aligned with the foot boundary: in other words, when an adjunct is not allowed to intervene on either side.
The crucial property of the weakly layered model that allows it to avoid the midpoint pathology is that the constraints governing foot form are independent of the constraints that specify the foot's location within the word (see Kager 2012 Kager :1484 . Put more precisely, foot-form constraints that determine the size and shape of the constituent do not interact with alignment constraints that determine its location. This independence of foot-form and alignment constraints makes it impossible to trap stress in the middle of some words but not others: there is no way to derive the 'overlapping domains' effect that midpoint systems exhibit. Kager shows that this property of the weakly layered model does indeed prevent it from predicting midpoint systems: a factorial typology explored with the weakly layered constraint set excludes them entirely (see Kager 2012 .
Our focus here is not on the details of the weakly layered model; interested readers are referred to Kager 2012 for more information. What is important to take away from this short discussion is only the nature of the proposal and its implications. Kager identifies the midpoint pathology as an unattested prediction of contextual anti-lapse constraints. By removing these constraints from Con and modifying the structure of Gen, he constructs a theory whose predicted typology closely mirrors the attested typology. And these modifications to Con, if they are the correct response to the problem posed by the midpoint pathology, have important theoretical consequences. Purely grid-based (footfree) theories of stress (e.g. Prince 1983 , Gordon 2002 ) depend on contextual anti-lapse constraints, like those introduced in §2, to model the typology of stress windows. If the midpoint pathology is indicative of a fundamental problem with contextual anti-lapse constraints, it is indicative of a fundamental problem with foot-free theories of stress. And if there is no alternative to Kager's (2012) explanation for the absence of midpoint systems-that anti-lapse constraints are not part of Con-then the midpoint pathology is a strong argument for the necessity of weakly layered feet in metrical theory.
3. An alternative: midpoint systems are hard to learn. The remainder of this article explores an alternative hypothesis for the absence of midpoint systems: namely, that they are part of the learner's hypothesis space, but that they are unattested because they are difficult to learn. I show that there are two distinct learnability problems that midpoint systems pose to a machine learner (hereafter just 'the learner'). The first problem arises because the forms necessary to learn certain kinds of midpoint systems are only rarely presented to the learner; this is the long-word problem ( §4). The second problem arises because the learner, when attempting to acquire a midpoint system, receives inconsistent information about the placement of stress relative to the word edge; Learnability shapes typology: The case of the midpoint pathology 759 head + adjunct adjunct + head no adjunct binary head, trochee this is the credit problem ( §5). The current section provides some necessary background information on the learner chosen to explore this alternative hypothesis ( §3.1), as well as the specifics of how the learner functions ( §3.2).
3.1. Selecting a learner. When trying to determine whether some system X would be difficult for a child to acquire, the most straightforward way to test such a hypothesis would be to observe how first-language acquisition of X proceeds. Since midpoint systems are unattested, however, this option is unavailable. As a proxy for a human learner, in this article we focus on the performance of a machine learner as it attempts to learn midpoint systems. The learner used in this article is Magri's (2012) convergent implementation of the gradual learning algorithm (the GLA; see also Boersma 1997 , Boersma & Hayes 2001 .
The main motivation for selecting the GLA is that it is frequently cited as a plausible model of human phonological acquisition. Studies taking into account natural language data have shown that the GLA is capable of realistically modeling generalizations regarding order of acquisition and learning curves: for example, Boersma and Levelt (2000) show that a GLA learner accurately predicts the order of acquisition of syllable types in Dutch. The GLA is also able to predict that children's repair strategies in response to marked structures can change over time (McLeod et al. 2001) or differ from child to child (Pater & Barlow 2003) ; see Magri 2012:240-41 for discussion. In addition, recent work has suggested that, with regard to certain kinds of phonotactic learning, the GLA converges on more restrictive grammars than competing alternatives (Magri 2014) .
Although the GLA is a plausible model of phonological acquisition, its apparent failure in some cases to make the correct empirical predictions has led some researchers to develop and endorse other learning models (e.g. Pater 2009 , Tessier 2009 , though cf. Olson 2016 . As can be expected, these different models make different predictions about the kinds of systems that are easiest, or most difficult, for a learner to acquire. This, in turn, means that the results of the present investigation are to some extent dependent on the choice of learner. In 14-16, I outline those properties of the GLA that are necessary to derive the results that are discussed in § §4 and 5. First, the learner assumes strict domination; second, it assumes that learning is error-driven; and third, it assumes that learning is gradual.
(14) Constraints are ranked: All constraints stand in relations of strict domination: two lower-ranked constraints cannot gang up to overcome a higherranked constraint. This can be contrasted with ranking algorithms in which constraints are weighted and ganging is possible (e.g. Goldwater & Johnson 2003 , Jäger 2007 , Jesney & Tessier 2011 , Boersma & Pater 2016 . (15) Learning is error-driven: The learner only adjusts its grammar when it guesses the incorrect output form for the current piece of data it is considering. This can be contrasted with learners that adjust their grammar in response to all forms, even those on which it guesses correctly (Jarosz 2013). (16) Learning is gradual: The learner's grammar is adjusted in response to individual pieces of data. The learner cannot access data it has seen previously, nor can it determine whether the adjustment precipitated by an individual form is consistent with the forms it has previously seen. This can be compared to a batch or elementary ranking condition (ERC) learner, which can make decisions about how to adjust its grammar based on generalizations extrapolated from the entirety of data presented to it (e.g. Hayes 2004 , Prince & Tesar 2004 , Tessier 2009 , Brasoveanu & Prince 2011 .
Later, where it becomes more relevant, I flag those portions of the modeling results that would likely look much different given a learning model that differs according to one or more of the above assumptions. What I aim to show in the remainder of this article, then, is that midpoint systems as a class are difficult to learn for a GLA learner, and more broadly for the class of machine learners with the properties in 14-16. Whether human learners also exhibit these properties is an open question. If it can be shown that they do not, then the viability of a learnability-based explanation for the absence of midpoint systems will have to be reconsidered.
3.2.
How the learner works. The GLA learner used in the simulations that follow is provided with three kinds of information: (i) a constraint set, (ii) a set of input and candidate output forms, and (iii) advance knowledge of which forms are consistent with the system it is trying to learn. 6 The learner's task is to discover a constraint ranking that is guaranteed to generate all of the forms present in its input. The constraint set that will be used in the midpoint simulations, adapted from Kager 2012:1479, is provided in 17. It includes general anti-lapse constraints (those that penalize sequences of stressless syllables), contextual anti-lapse constraints (those that penalize sequences of stressless syllables in certain locations), alignment constraints (those that prefer for stress to be at some edge), and NonFinality, a markedness constraint penalizing words with final stress.
(17) Adaptation of Kager's (2012) I assume that the learner is exposed to forms with one to seven syllables. The candidate set I assume makes a couple of expository simplifications, none of which are crucial here. First, the learner is exposed only to words containing all light syllables: our focus will be on systems where syllable weight is not at issue. Second, I assume that each word has one and only one stress. The set of inputs and outputs provided to the learner, then, is fairly small: see Table 4 for a full list. 7
The learner is provided with information about which of the output forms in Table 4 is optimal given the system it is learning, as well as the frequency at which that particular form is attested in its input. Frequency information and its effects on learning are further discussed in §4.
To illustrate how learning proceeds, consider the following simplified demonstration, in which a learner is taught a system with penultimate stress. I assume that the learner is equipped with the constraint set in 18, a simplified version of the constraint set in 17. Furthermore, I assume here and throughout that all of the constraints in 17 are unranked with respect to one another at the beginning of learning (the initial state), since they are all markedness constraints (see Tessier 2009:13 for an explicit statement of this common assumption). Arbitrarily, as shown in 18, all of the constraints begin with a ranking value of 100. Values can be directly translated into rankings: if constraint A has a value of 100 and constraint B has a value of 99, then A >> B; if the two have identical values, then there is no crucial ranking between them.
(18) Sample simulation: initial ranking values constraint ranking value *LapseL 100 *LapseR 100 AlignL 100 AlignR 100 Let us assume that the first input form is disyllabic. Since the learner's initial state is one in which all constraints are unranked with respect to one another, the learner will randomly permute all of the constraints to form a fully stratified hierarchy (see Tesar & Smolensky 2000:47-50) . Let us further assume that the resulting grammar causes the learner to make the wrong guess, σσ σ. The learner, informed of its error, must update its grammar. Each update consists of two parts: promotion of the winner-preferring constraints (those penalizing the incorrect guess more than the correct one, here AlignL), and demotion of the loser-preferring constraints (those penalizing the correct guess more than the incorrect ones, here AlignR). Constraints that prefer neither the winner nor the loser (*Lapse, *LapseL, and *LapseR) remain at their current values. The learner's updated grammar is in 19. The update rule (i.e. the relative amounts of promotion and demotion) is Magri's (2012) : if the demotion amount is x, then the promotion amount equals the number of constraints demoted, divided by x + the number of constraints promoted. Here, I assume that the demotion amount is 1; therefore, AlignR is demoted by 1 and AlignL is promoted by .5.
( This process-the presentation of a form, the learner's guess, and its update in response to an error (if there is one)-is referred to as a trial, and the entire learning procedure, composed of a number of trials, is referred to as a run. On trial 2 of this run, let us again assume that the learner encounters a disyllabic form. This time, σ σσ is the optimal choice: incorrect σσ σ́is penalized by high-ranked AlignL. The learner thus correctly guesses that the output form is σ σσ, and no update is necessary. At trial 3, let us assume that the learner encounters a four-syllable form, σσσσ. Since the learner's grammar is now one in which initial stress is preferred, it will guess that the form should have initial stress (σ σσσσ)-but this is incorrect, since the language it is learning is one with penultimate stress (so σσσ σσ is correct). In response to this error, the learner will promote the winner-preferrers (*LapseR and AlignR) and demote the loser-preferrers (AlignL and *LapseL), yielding the result in 20.
(20) Sample simulation: second update constraint ranking value *LapseR 100.66 AlignR 99.66 AlignL 99.50 *LapseL 99.00 At trial 4, the learner encounters another four-syllable form. Notice, in 20, that the update in trial 3 has caused the relative ranking of AlignR and AlignL to switch. The learner will therefore guess that four-syllable σσσσ should have final stress (σσσσ σ), when in fact it should have penultimate stress (σσσ σσ). In response to this error, the learner promotes AlignL (the winner-preferrer) and demotes AlignR (the loser-preferrer), resulting in the grammar in 21.
(21) Sample simulation: third and final update constraint ranking value *LapseR 100.66 AlignL 100.00 *LapseL 99.00 AlignR 98.66 The learner has now converged at trial 4: it will cease to make errors, since the constraint ranking it has reached is consistent with the data it receives (in which each word has penultimate stress).
Throughout, I treat the number of trials required for the learner to converge on a ranking that generates some system X as a rough indication of the difficulty of acquiring that system. Although we do not yet know what the human equivalent is of a single machine-learning trial-could a human learner infer, after hearing only four words, that it is learning a system with penultimate stress?-it seems reasonable to believe that there is a positive correlation between the number of trials required for the learner to converge and the difficulty of the system that it is attempting to learn. For example, if a learner takes four trials to converge on grammar A and 400 trials to converge on grammar B, I will assume that grammar B is more difficult than grammar A for the learner to acquire.
This section has introduced the mechanics of the learner that are utilized for the rest of the article. In the following two sections, I show that the learner, when equipped with the constraint set in 17 and the input-output set in Table 4 , takes longer on average to converge on rankings that generate midpoint systems than on rankings that generate superficially similar, but attested, systems. I show that the learner's difficulty in acquiring midpoint systems stems from fundamental properties of gradual error-driven learning: rankings that generate midpoint systems are difficult for the learner to discover. The hy-pothesis that midpoint systems are unattested because they are difficult to learn also makes broader predictions about stress typology; I show that these predictions are borne out.
4.
The long-word problem. In this section, I argue that many classes of midpoint systems suffer from the long-word problem: certain crucial rankings needed to arrive at the correct total ranking are only available in long (5+ syllable) words. Results from a crosslinguistic study on word-length distribution show that long words are rare in most languages, and modeling results presented in §4.1 show that the rarity of long words makes learning midpoint systems difficult. In §4.2, I explore consequences of the long-word problem. I show that the few languages with stress systems that would require a learner to be exposed to long words also happen to be languages in which long words are frequent.
Modeling results.
Consider the trio of midpoint systems in 22-24. While all display the behavior characteristic of midpoint systems (the stressable window shrinks, then expands), they differ in one crucial respect: the minimum word length in which the relative ranking of the two anti-lapse constraints can be determined. In 22, it is possible to infer from all words of four or more syllables that *LapseL >> *LapseR; I refer to 22 as a limited midpoint system, since the conflicting anti-lapse constraints are both varieties of *Lapse. In 23, words of five or more syllables are required to infer that *LapseL >> *ExtLapseR; this is a mixed midpoint system, since one anti-lapse constraint is a variety of *Lapse, and the other is a variety of *ExtLapse. And finally, in 24, words of six or more syllables are necessary to determine that *ExtLapseL >> *ExtLapseR; systems like 24, where both anti-lapse constraints are varieties of *ExtLapse, are extended midpoint systems.
(
In the case of the mixed and extended midpoint systems, the fact that certain crucial rankings are only visible in longer (5+ syllable) words has implications for acquisition. For example, in order for learners to successfully acquire all rankings associated with 24, they would have to be exposed to words that are six syllables or longer. A survey of text corpora from 102 languages reveals that this situation is, on average, unrealistic: long words are infrequent (on the distribution of word lengths, see also Hatzigeorgiu et al. 2001 , Sigurd et al. 2004 , Piantadosi et al. 2011 , Kalimeri et al. 2015 . The results of this word-length study are presented in Figure 1 : each thin gray line represents the frequency distribution of an individual language, while the thicker black line represents the median values. More details about how the survey was conducted, as well as more information on the surveyed languages (including frequencies by language, genetic classification information, and sources of the data), are given in the appendices.
The important point to take away from Fig. 1 is that, assuming the median values represent approximately what the average learner would be exposed to, words of five or more syllables make up only 4% of the learner's input, and words of six or more syllables make up only 1%. What this means, then, is that for a learner attempting to learn a midpoint system like 23 or 24, evidence as to the relative ranking of the anti-lapse constraints comes from a small minority of forms present in the input. Since there is reason to believe that long words are even less frequent in child-directed speech (see e.g. Vihman et al. 1994 :656 for properties of child-directed speech in English, French, and Swedish, where one-to-two-syllable words predominate), patterns where crucial rankings are available only in these longer words might therefore be difficult for a child to acquire.
The rest of this subsection focuses on the following question: if a learner samples long words at the rate they are attested crosslinguistically, does it have a difficult time learning midpoint systems? To address this question, we focus on the learner's behavior as the number of long words that it encounters is steadily decreased. To model this decrease in the number of long words, I selected five word-length distributions from the word-length study, detailed in Table 5 . Here, Portuguese represents the 'average' language, since its distribution is closest to the median. Inuktitut represents the upper bound, since it has more long words than any other language in the study; Haitian represents the lower bound, since it has very few. English and Ganda represent intermediate points along the continuum.
Each of the word-length distributions in Table 5 represents a learner that encounters words of different lengths at different rates. To probe the effects of the word-length distribution on learning different stress systems, I taught each learner five different sys- tems: the three midpoint systems in 22-24, a system with initial stress (Initial, in 25) , and a system with antepenultimate stress (AP, in 26). Notice that, for AP, words of four syllables or longer are required in order to establish that *ExtLapseR >> AlignL, since only in words of this length is it clear that there is a right-edge window actively prohibiting AlignL from being fully satisfied. In this sense, AP is exactly like the limited midpoint system in 22, in that four-syllable words are required to establish all crucial rankings.
a. R {σ σσ σ} R b. R {σ σσ σσ σ} R c. σ R {σ σσ σσ σ} R d. σσ R {σ σσ σσ σ} R e. σσσ R {σ σσ σσ σ} R f. σσσσ R {σ σσ σσ σ} R Each system was presented to each learner ten times, for a maximum of 2,000 trials each. The results are in Table 6 below. Across word-length distributions, the two attested systems (Initial and AP) were learned very quickly. For Initial, word-length distribution has little effect on the number of trials required for convergence. For AP, word-length distribution has some effect: compare the Haitian learner's average of 287 trials to the Portuguese learner's twenty-seven. This is not surprising, since four-syllable words (necessary for inferring all crucial rankings for AP) are rarely presented to the Haitian learner. The limited midpoint system (LM, in 22) is also learned relatively quickly by all learners; the fact that the learner takes slightly longer on average to converge on LM than it does on AP is reflective of the fact that LM poses an additional problem to the learner (discussed in §5).
For the two remaining systems-the mixed midpoint system in 23 (MM) and the extended midpoint system in 24 (EM)-the rate at which the learner is exposed to long words has a marked effect on the number of trials required for convergence. Although MM and EM are learned relatively quickly by the Inuktitut and Ganda learners, the Portuguese and English learners take longer to converge on EM and MM than they do on the other three systems. The difficulty that these systems pose is only made clearer by the performance of the Haitian learner, which failed to converge on the correct ranking within 2,000 trials for three of the MM runs and all ten of the EM runs.
The results in Table 6 support the hypothesis that the long-word problem plays a significant role in the absence of some types of midpoint systems. For MM and EM, the Table 5 . Word-length distributions selected from the word-length study.
number of long words presented to the learner is inversely correlated with the number of trials necessary to converge on a ranking that generates a midpoint system. But there is still an additional question: given that the data presented to the learner are consistent with a ranking that generates a midpoint system, why is this not the preferred analysis? In other words: in the absence of overt evidence that the learner is attempting to acquire a midpoint system, why is it systematically biased against this hypothesis?
To explore this question, we will focus on the Haitian learner's failed attempts to learn EM. When the Haitian learner attempts to learn EM, it is never exposed to 27d-e, since words of six or more syllables are entirely absent from its input. Without these forms, 27 is identical to what the Haitian learner sees when learning AP, in 28. In other words: when long words are absent, the data are ambiguous.
(27) Three-to-five-syllable forms for EM a.
28) Three-to-five-syllable forms for AP a. R {σ σσ σσ σ} R b. σ R {σ σσ σσ σ} R c. σσ R {σ σσ σσ σ} R d. σσσ R {σ σσ σσ σ} R e. σσσσ R {σ σσ σσ σ} R Given the data from EM in 27, both AP and EM are possible hypotheses, but AP is the preferred one. 8 Every time the Haitian learner is exposed to 27 or 28, it converges on a grammar that generates AP. To see where this bias comes from, consider the schematic learning trajectory presented in Figure 2 (based on run 1 of the Haitian learner's EM trials). Forms that the learner encounters (one to five syllables) are in black; forms that the learner does not encounter (six or more syllables) are in gray.
At the beginning of the learning procedure, the learner's initial state (state (i)) is one in which all markedness constraints are unranked with respect to one another. When the learner is presented with monosyllabic and disyllabic forms, all of the constraints in its grammar are randomly permuted to form a fully stratified ranking. As for the stress of monosyllabic forms, the learner will always make the correct guess because there is no other option (the candidate set assumes that all forms must bear a stress). For the disyllabic forms, more of the possible fully stratified rankings prefer σ σσ (with initial stress; target) to σσ σ́(with final stress; nontarget), so the learner often makes the correct guess. 8 There are other possible hypotheses given the data in 27a-c: for example, the system could be one in which post-peninitial stress is preferred, but stressing either of the final two syllables is impossible. For simplicity, I do not discuss these other hypotheses. When presented with a trisyllabic form, the guess compatible with the most fully stratified rankings is second-syllable stress (σσ σσ), but this is the wrong guess: in the target system (state (iv)), trisyllabic forms have initial stress. In response to its error, the learner promotes AlignL (and demotes several other constraints), 9 resulting in a grammar in which all forms have initial stress (state (ii)). When the learner encounters a four-or five-syllable form, it makes another error: the learner guesses that the form should have initial stress (σ σσσσ), when in fact stress should be antepenultimate (σσ σσσ). In response to this error, the learner promotes *ExtLapseR (preferring the correct form with antepenultimate stress) and demotes AlignL (preferring the incorrect form with initial stress). Since learning is gradual, it can take the learner more than one error of this type to eventually converge on a grammar that generates AP (state (iii)). 768 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 92, NUMBER 4 (2016) 9 The full story: for this trial, the learner promotes the winner-preferrer AlignL and demotes the loserpreferrers *Lapse, *LapseR, and AlignR. For simplicity, here and in what follows I focus on only a subset of the updates. Although the learner has not yet reached the target grammar (state (iv)), learning ends when it reaches a grammar that generates antepenultimate stress (state (iii)). This is because some of the crucial rankings necessary to reach the target grammar (state (iv)) are not motivated by data that the learner encounters. To reach the target grammar, it is necessary for the learner to infer that *ExtLapseL >> *ExtLapseR, but the learner never sees any evidence that *ExtLapseL needs to be promoted. This is because the errors that would cause the learner to promote *ExtLapseL are incompatible with other aspects of the system that it is learning. For example, if the learner were to encounter four-syllable σσσσ and incorrectly guess that it should be stressed as σσσσ σ, *ExtLapseL would be promoted, since the target form σσ σσσ shows the learner that stress must fall within an initial trisyllabic window. But the learner never makes this error or others like it, because it learns very early on that AlignL is high-ranked: it has no reason to ever guess that a word should have final stress. In short, AP is the preferred hypothesis given the data in 27a-c because the rankings needed to derive it are supported by data that the learner encounters.
Since I am assuming that all markedness constraints are equally ranked in the initial state, another way of viewing the preference for AP is as a preference for the simplest possible hypothesis, meaning here the hypothesis that involves the fewest deviations from the initial state. Comparing the grammars necessary to generate AP (in 29) and EM (in 30) reveals a fundamental difference between them: the grammar for EM has more strata. If all markedness constraints are unranked with respect to one another in the initial state, then 30 represents a more significant departure. From the learner's perspective, there is no reason to assume that the additional ranking differentiating 29 from 30 is necessary unless it is explicitly motivated by data it encounters. 10 (
This result continues to hold even if we adopt other proposals in the literature arguing for more refined initial rankings. Within a constraint class, such as markedness or faithfulness, proposals about biases in the initial state have typically appealed to the difference between specific and general constraints (though cf. Tesar & Smolensky 2000:68-70 for other proposals regarding the initial ranking of foot-form and quantitysensitive constraints). For example, Hayes (2004) proposes that if both a specific and a general faithfulness constraint can be used to rule out a single losing candidate, the specific constraint should be selected. Favoring specific faithfulness constraints allows the learner to maintain a more restrictive grammar, which helps avoid overgeneration (Hayes 2004:178-79) . With this logic, if learners should favor restrictive grammars, we might expect that general markedness constraints should be favored over specific ones, since general markedness constraints penalize a wider variety of forms (see Albright & Do 2013 ). But preferring general over specific markedness constraints does not affect the results discussed above, since neither *ExtLapseL nor *ExtLapseR is more specific than the other. Even if we assume the opposite-that specific markedness constraints should be favored over general ones (Do 2013:123) -the result still holds. In fact, it is difficult to envision a reason why a learner would be biased to prefer one of *ExtLapseL or *ExtLapseR over the other in its initial state, since the two constraints are completely symmetrical. 11
In sum, this subsection has suggested that the long-word problem can help us understand why certain types of midpoint systems are unattested. As demonstrated above, a GLA learner trying to acquire an extended midpoint system has to be exposed to words of six syllables or longer in order to reach the target grammar. In many cases, this is an unrealistic situation: in the word-length study described in Appendix A, words of six or more syllables make up a negligible portion of the corpus (0.4% or lower) in thirty-nine of the 102 languages surveyed. The situation is similar, though much less dire, for a learner trying to acquire a mixed midpoint system (as in 19): five-syllable words make up on average 3% of the entire corpus, with nine of the 102 surveyed languages having very few words of this length (0.4% or lower). Since exposure to long words is in many cases necessary for a learner to reliably acquire a midpoint system, the crosslinguistic rarity of long words poses a general problem for the acquisition of these systems.
4.2.
Consequences of the long-word problem. Above, I showed that appealing to the crosslinguistic rarity of long words can help us make progress in understanding why certain types of midpoint system are unattested. This claim, if correct, has broader typological consequences: stress systems in which some crucial rankings are visible only in long words should arise only in the small minority of languages in which long words are frequent. In this subsection, I explore these consequences by investigating several types of stress system in which long (6+ syllable) words appear to be necessary to establish all crucial rankings. The results of this investigation suggest that stress systems can be divided into two classes: (i) those in which the stress in long words is predictable given the stress in shorter words, and (ii) those in which the stress in long words is not predictable given the stress in shorter words. As expected, the (ii)-type systems appear to be attested only in languages with far more long words than average.
Behavior of long words is predictable: binary-plus-clash systems. To illustrate how the stress of long (6+ syllable) words can be predicted given the stress of shorter words, I focus on the typology of binary-plus-clash systems (name due to Gordon 2002) . In these systems, stress generally alternates in a binary fashion, but clashes arise in words of certain lengths. For example, in Passamaquoddy (LeSourd 1988 (Sapir 1930 ; see also Harms 1966 , Wheeler 1979 , where even-parity words license a clash (underlined) between the penult and the antepenult. Vowel devoicing is indicated by small capitals, following Sapir. 770 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 92, NUMBER 4 (2016) with the beginning of a word (see e.g. Cutler & Butterfield 1992 for English), which might lead learners to be biased toward acquiring a grammar in which *ExtLapseL and other constraints favoring left-edge stress are highly ranked. Note, however, that this preference for associating stress with a word's left edge appears to be at odds with the typology of window systems: in Kager 2012, more languages exhibit a right-edge window (where *LapseR or *ExtLapseR is ranked high) than a left-edge window (where *LapseL or *ExtLapseL is ranked high).
(32) Stress in Southern Paiute (Sapir 1930:28-40 σσ σσσ σσσ σσ σσ In both of these systems, if we focus only on words of five syllables or fewer, the preferred location of the clash is ambiguous. In Passamaquoddy, five-syllable <wì.còh.ke.ké.mo> (σ σσ σσσ σσ) is consistent with two seven-syllable forms: the attested <tèh.sàh.kwa.pà.sol.tí.ne> (σ σσ σσσ σσσ σσ), with a clash at the edge, and the unattested *<tèh.sah.kwà.pà.sol.tí.ne> (*σ σσσ σσ σσσ σσ), with a word-internal clash. In Southern Paiute, the stress pattern of four-syllable [qa.ní.à.ŋa] (σσ σσ σσ) is consistent with two possible six-syllable forms: the attested [pu.cá.ɣa.ì.pːì.ɣa] (σσ σσσ σσ σσ), with a clash between two secondary stresses, and the unattested *[pu.cá.ɣà.i.pːì.ɣa] (*σσ σσ σσσ σσ), with a clash between the primary and a secondary. At face value, then, it appears that a learner would have to be exposed to long words in order to successfully acquire systems like those in 31 and 32.
But as Kager (2001) and van Urk (2013) note, there are typological generalizations regarding the typology of binary-plus-clash systems that render the stress patterns in these long words entirely predictable. The first generalization is that stress clash is typically realized away from the primary stress: this is the case for both Passama quoddy and Southern Paiute. 12 The second generalization, also evident in both languages, is that stress clash is typically realized at or close to the edge of a word. More precisely, in quantity-insensitive systems, stress clashes that are separated from both word edges by another stress (e.g. σ σσσ σσ σσσ σ) are unattested. To encode these asymmetries, two constraints have been proposed: Clash-at-Edge (33), penalizing all word-internal clashes (definition adapted from van Urk 2013:21; see also Kager 2001:11) , and *Clash-atPeak (34), penalizing all primary-adjacent clashes (definition adapted from Kager 2001:10).
(33) Clash-at-Edge: Assign one * for each sequence of two stressed syllables that is both preceded and followed by another stressed syllable. (34) *Clash-at-Peak: Assign one * if the syllable bearing primary stress is immediately adjacent to one or more syllables bearing secondary stress. Simply admitting Clash-at-Edge and *Clash-at-Peak into Con is sufficient to render the seven-syllable forms of Passamaquoddy and the six-syllable forms of Southern Paiute predictable. In Passamaquoddy, five-syllable <wì.còh.ke.ké.mo> (σ σσ σσσ σσ) and all shorter forms show us that the initial and penult must receive stress and that *Lapse is inviolable. Given this, it is predictable that, in seven-syllable <tèh.sàh.kwa.pà.sol.tí.ne> (σ σσ σσσ σσσ σσ), the clash should be realized at the edge opposite the primary stress. As shown in 35, the alternatives are harmonically bounded: they cannot win under either ranking of the two constraints.
(35) Passamaquoddy <tèh.sàh.kwa.pà.sol.tí.ne> (σ σσ σσσ σσσ σσ) is predicted 13 The learner used in this subsection differs in noncrucial ways from the learner introduced in §3.2. For example, it has to consider and evaluate candidates with more than one stress. For comparison, this new learner takes 580 trials on average to learn EM (the pattern in 24), which is many more trials than is required to learn either of the binary-plus-clash systems.
/σσσσσσσ/
Clash-at-Edge *Clash-at-Peak a. σ σσ σσσ σσσ σσ b. σ σσσ σσ σσσ σσ *! c. σ σσσ σσσ σσ σσ *! Similar considerations apply for Southern Paiute. A learner can infer from four-syllable [qa.ní.à.ŋa] (σσ σσ σσ) and other shorter forms that stressing peripheral syllables is dispreferred (the initial is only stressed in disyllabic forms, such as 32a, to avoid stressing the final) and that *Lapse is inviolable. Once we take Clash-at-Edge and *Clash-atPeak into account, it is predictable that six-syllable [pu.cá.ɣa.ì.pːì.ɣa] (σσ σσσ σσ σσ) and longer even-parity words should license their clashes at the side of the word not adjacent to the primary stress. In short, binary-plus-clash systems are not systems in which very long (6+ syllable) words are necessary in order to establish crucial rankings: the stress of these longer words is predictable given the stress of shorter (five or fewer syllable) words. We might expect, then, that a learner would not face any difficulty in learning binary-plus-clash systems, since exposure to long words is not necessary to reach the target grammar. This expectation is borne out: a learner equipped with Clash-at-Edge and *Clashat-Peak takes sixty-eight trials on average to learn Passamaquoddy, and sixty-nine to learn Southern Paiute. 13 The discussion here has focused entirely on binary-plus-clash systems, but there are other classes of systems in which the stress patterns of long (e.g. seven-syllable) words are predictable given the stress of shorter words. Another class of examples comes from the typology of binary-plus-lapse systems (see Kager 2001 , Gordon 2002 , where several typological generalizations also render the stress of long words predictable. Kager (2001) shows that when lapses are licensed in quantity-insensitive systems, they are realized either (i) adjacent to the peak or (ii) at the right edge of the word. Given fivesyllable σ σσσσ σσ (as in Garawa; see Furby 1974) , the learner can infer that the lapse must occur adjacent to the primary stress: the seven-syllable form must then be the attested σ σσσσ σσσ σσ, and not the unattested σ σσσ σσσσ σσ. Thus, languages exhibiting binary-pluslapse patterns are also systems in which the stress of long (7+ syllable) words is predictable given the stress of shorter words.
Long-word phenomena in languages with many long words: ternary stress. I turn now to the class of systems in which the stress of long words is not predictable from the stress of shorter words; our case study will be languages exhibiting ternary stress patterns. In these systems, each stress is preferably separated from another stress by two stressless syllables (e.g. σ σσσσ σσσ). Some ternary systems pose a potential challenge for the long-word hypothesis because they are systems in which a learner must be exposed to long (6+ syllable) words in order to infer all crucial rankings. To illustrate, we will focus on two such systems: the Eskimo-Aleut language Chugach Alutiiq Yupik (hereafter 'Chugach'; Leer 1985a ,b, Hewitt 1992 ) and Cayuvava, a nearly extinct language of Bolivia (Key 1961 (Key , 1967 .
The stress pattern of Chugach, as described by Kager (1993:412-13) , is as follows: in words with all light syllables, the second syllable is stressed, as is every third syllable thereafter. In addition, the final syllable is usually stressed, unless stress falls on the penult. Heavy syllables (closed initials, and all with long or diphthongal nuclei) are stressed. If a heavy syllable is followed by a string of light syllables, stress falls on every third light syllable. In 36a, I provide examples of words of three to eight syllables with all light syllables; in 36b I provide examples of words where the initial syllable is heavy. In cases where the data are unavailable, I have provided a schematic representation of what the pattern would likely be, based on what we know. Leer reports that all stresses are of equal prominence; following Kager (1993) σσσ σσσσ σσσ In both Chugach and Cayuvava, a learner would have to be exposed to long words to infer all crucial rankings. In Chugach, only in words of six syllables or longer, like 36b.v-vi, is it clear that ternary alternation is completely general in this language, not just licensed following the first stress (as in Indonesian; see Cohn 1989) . In Cayuvava, only in words of six syllables or longer, like 37e-g, is it clear that there is more than one stress per word; in all shorter words, the system could just as well be one with a single antepenultimate stress.
The fact that the Chugach and Cayuvava patterns require long words to become clear is completely consistent with the fact that, in both languages, it is probable that long words are frequent. Words of six syllables or more make up 9.4% of a 340-word text from the Yupik language Alutiiq (Anonymous 1980) , of which Chugach is a dialect. While a fuller investigation of available Alutiiq resources is necessary to determine the relative frequency of long words, it does appear to be a more general feature of the Eskimo-Aleut family that such words are common. For example, in both Inuktitut and Inupiatun, from the Inuit branch of the family, long words are extremely frequent. In Inuktitut, words of six or more syllables make up 37.1% of the word-length study; in Inupiatun, they make up 35.7% (compare this to the average of 3.3%; see Appendix A for the full frequency distributions). And while I have not yet investigated the available text resources for Central Alaskan, another dialect of Yupik, it certainly allows long words. I assume that the form in 38, from Miyaoka 2012:132, is a single prosodic word; see Miyaoka 2012:70-71 for information on Central Alaskan prosody, where it appears that morphologically simple and complex forms are treated alike.
(38) angya-cuara-li-yu-kapigte-llru-nric-aaq-sugnarq-llru-yugnarz-annga boat-small-make-des-its-pst-neg-ctr-inf-pst-inf-ind-3sg.1sg 'I'm in doubt that he actually didn't really want to make me a small boat (but he did)' Would a learner be able to learn the Chugach pattern in 36, based on the data that are available to it? Since the learner is not currently set up to handle quantity-sensitive inputs and outputs, nor is it set up to handle a language in which all stresses are of equal prominence, I cannot currently answer this question. It seems reasonable to believe, however, that a learner exposed to far more 6+ syllable words than average would have an easier time learning a system in which it is necessary to be exposed to 6+ syllable words.
Since I have been unable to locate a larger text collection for Cayuvava (nor does it have any known relatives), it is hard to know what the word-length distribution in this language is. A short text in Key 1967, however, gives us an idea: as shown in Table 7 , words of six syllables or longer make up 26.4% of this seventy-two-word text. This is an unusually large percentage, compared to the survey average of 3.3% (see Appendix A). As expected, a learner that samples long words at the high rate they are attested in Table  7 easily learns the Cayuvava pattern: it requires forty-five trials on average to converge. 774 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 92, NUMBER 4 (2016) Although it is currently unclear exactly how many long words a human learner would have to encounter in order for a pattern dependent on long words (like those discussed above) to be easily learned, we have seen in this section that the long-word hypothesis makes correct predictions about stress typology. Systems where some crucial rankings are discernible only in long words appear to be attested only in languages that independently have many long words, far more than is crosslinguistically average (I leave a more quantitative formulation of this generalization to future work). We can therefore safely point to the general crosslinguistic rarity of long words as a contributing factor to the unattested status of certain types of midpoint systems. Table 7 . Word-length distribution of Key's (1967) Cayuvava text.
5. The credit problem. In §4, we saw that it is difficult for the learner to acquire midpoint systems when it is deprived of the forms necessary to infer all crucial rankings. But this cannot be the only factor leading to the absence of midpoint systems from the attested typology, for two reasons. First, not all learners are deprived of long words: although languages like Inuktitut (where we would expect learners to be exposed to many long words) are rare, they do exist: in ten of the 102 languages included in the word-length study, words of six syllables or more make up 10% of the corpus. Second, not all kinds of midpoint systems require a learner to be exposed to long words for expedient acquisition: in the limited midpoint systems discussed in §4.1, learners need only be exposed to words of four or more syllables, which are crosslinguistically frequent.
This section discusses an additional factor that makes midpoint systems difficult for a learner to acquire. In §5.1, I show that the inconsistent placement of stress with respect to a word edge poses a credit problem for the learner: in short, updates in response to words of different lengths are mutually antagonistic, causing the learner to make many errors that cancel one another out before it converges, more or less by chance, on the correct grammar. Unlike the long-word problem, the credit problem is fully general: it applies to all kinds of midpoint systems, and it applies regardless of the relative frequency of long words. In §5.2, I show that this dispreference for midpoint systems is part of a much larger dispreference for systems in which the placement of stress depends on word length, as is predicted by the results in §5.1.
Modeling results.
To examine the credit problem in more detail, I focus on the Portuguese learner's attempts at learning midpoint systems. While the Portuguese learner always converges on a grammar that generates the midpoint systems, it takes longer on average to learn these systems than it does to learn either Initial or AP (see Table 6 above for a summary of the results).
To understand why it takes the learner a relatively long time to converge on the correct ranking for EM, consider the schematic learning trajectory presented in Figure 3 (based on a simplified run 6 of the Portuguese learner's EM trials). As was the case with the simulations discussed in §4.1, at the beginning of the learning procedure, the learner's initial state (state (i)) is one in which all markedness constraints are unranked with respect to one another. When the learner is presented with monosyllabic and disyllabic forms, it correctly guesses that they should have initial stress. When presented with a trisyllabic form, the learner makes an error: it guesses that the form should have second-syllable stress (σσ σσ), when it should in fact have initial stress (σ σσσ). In response to this error, the learner promotes AlignL, leading to a grammar that predicts all forms should have initial stress (state (ii)). But this is incorrect: when the learner encounters a four-or fivesyllable word, it predicts that the form should have initial stress (σ σσσσ), when it should have second-syllable stress (σσ σσσ). This error causes the learner to promote *ExtLapseR and demote AlignL, eventually reaching a grammar that generates forms with antepenultimate stress (state (iii)).
So far, the learning trajectory is identical to the Haitian learner's trajectory (see §4.1). The difference is that the Portuguese learner is exposed to six-and seven-syllable words. While in state (iii), a Portuguese learner seeing a word with six or more syllables will make an incorrect guess: its grammar tells it that stress should be antepenultimate (σσσσ σσσ), when in fact it should be initial (σ σσσσσσ). When comparing the winning form (σ σσσσσσ) and the losing form (σσσσ σσσ), notice that the winning form satisfies a number of constraints demanding that stress fall near the word's left edge: AlignL, *ExtLapseL, and *LapseL. The learner, not knowing which of these constraints is responsible for choosing the attested form, promotes all of them-in most cases, this up-date takes the learner back to state (ii), causing it to again believe that all words should have initial stress. EM thus poses a credit problem: not knowing which of several markedness constraints is responsible for the attested form, the learner must promote all of them, causing it to revert to an earlier hypothesis. 776 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 92, NUMBER 4 (2016) The erratic behavior of AlignL demonstrates visually why midpoint systems are difficult for the learner. Recall that when the learner (at state (ii)) incorrectly guesses that a six-syllable form should have antepenultimate stress (σσσσ σσσ), there are three constraints that could be responsible for the attested σ σσσσσσ: *ExtLapseL, *LapseL, and AlignL. The learner is agnostic as to which constraint is responsible for the attested Learning continues on in this manner for a while longer, with the learner bouncing back and forth between grammars that generate initial stress (state (ii)), antepenultimate stress (state (iii)), and other incorrect hypotheses before converging, more or less by chance, on the target grammar that generates EM (state (iv)). What is immediately noticeable about the learning trajectory is that the value of AlignL is in constant flux: since the position of stress is inconsistent across words of different lengths, the learner receives inconsistent evidence about the relative importance of satisfying AlignL. The ranking trace in Figure 4 , from the Portuguese learner's run 6, illustrates: with each update, the ranking value of AlignL changes. form, so it promotes all three. We could imagine a different response to this error: the learner could evaluate its current grammar, see that previous updates have caused it to rank *ExtLapseR above AlignL, and refuse to promote AlignL. This reference to previously established rankings is a property of batch and ERC learners (see citations in 16): the updates a learner performs in response to errors are informed by the crucial rankings that it has already learned. Such a learner would not encounter the credit problem described above, since it would require the learner to retain the ranking *ExtLapseR >> AlignL, once it had been established. 15 This is not how the GLA works, though, and the GLA's lack of reference to previously established rankings is in fact a desirable property of the algorithm. If, for example, the first word a child hears is a speech error-an adult intends to produce the form σ σσ, but instead produces σσ σ-we do not want the child to learn that AlignR >> AlignL is irreversible. In other words, a learner must be able to unlearn incorrect crucial rankings established in response to misproduced or misperceived forms. This ability of the learner to unlearn rankings established in response to previous errors is, in turn, exactly what makes EM so difficult to acquire.
The important point of this section is that the credit problem posed by the midpoint system in 24, as illustrated above, is completely general: all midpoint systems, whether they involve context-sensitive varieties of *ExtLapse or of *Lapse, are difficult for the learner in this respect; all midpoint systems involve the inconsistent placement of stress across words of different lengths. For example: a learner acquiring a limited midpoint system, like the system discussed in §4.1 (LM in 22, given in an abbreviated format in 39), does not need to be exposed to long words.
While the relative ranking of *LapseL and *LapseR can be inferred from all forms of four syllables or longer, acquiring the ranking that generates 39 is still difficult for the learner, since the updates performed in response to the trisyllabic form with secondsyllable stress, 39b, are not consistent with those performed in response to the other forms. In other words, the learner runs into the same credit problem as it does when attempting to learn EM. The ranking trace in Figure 5 illustrates: the value of AlignL oscillates with each update that the learner performs.
In sum, the characteristic of midpoint systems responsible for the credit problem is the variable positioning of stress with respect to a word edge: stress is located at a word edge in words of some lengths, but not others. This inconsistency causes the learner to overgeneralize. When the learner sees a word with initial stress, it will often update its grammar to one that prefers initial stress, regardless of what has come before. The variable positioning of stress with respect to a word edge is a signature characteristic of all midpoint systems; thus, the credit problem can help us understand why these systems, as an entire class, are dispreferred.
5.2.
Extensions: a dispreference for inconsistent stress placement. The main observation in §5.1 is that midpoint systems are hard to learn because the data presented to the learner are not self-consistent: updates performed in response to words of different lengths, in effect, cancel one another out. In this subsection, I suggest that this observation can help us understand why several other classes of systems are underattested, relative to what we might expect. The general picture that emerges is that the absence of midpoint systems is just one symptom of a more general dispreference for systems in which the placement of main stress depends on word length (see also the Stress-Harmony constraint; Bailey 1995:204-5) . The fact that it is possible for stress placement to depend on word length means that we cannot exclude these systems from the predicted typology; the fact that such systems are rare is consistent with a learnability-based explanation.
The first class of systems discussed here, which I refer to as shrinking-window systems, are systems in which the size of the accentual window shrinks as the word lengthens. For example, in North Kyungsang Korean (NKK; Kenstowicz & Sohn 2001) , pitch accent can occur on either the penultimate or final syllable in words of up to three syllables (so σσ σσ and σσσ σ), but is fixed on the penult in words of four syllables or longer (so σσσ σσ, but *σσσσ σ). Thus, in NKK, the right-edge disyllabic window found in shorter words (one to three syllables) shrinks to a single syllable in longer words (four or more syllables). A similar pattern arises in Kimatuumbi (Odden 1996: 179) , where a process shifting final high tone one mora to the left applies only in words of four (and presumably more) moras; examples are in 40.
(40) Leftward tone shift in Kimatuumbi nouns (Odden 1996:179) a. ngalibá 'female circumciser' σσσ σḿ a-ngalíba 'female circumcisers' σσσ σσ b. ngalawá 'canoe' σσσ σḱ a-ngaláwa 'little canoe' σσσ σσ c. mbutuká 'gazelle' σσσ σḿ a-putúka 'gazelles' σσσ σσ The effects of this process mirror the more general fact that almost all tetrasyllabic noun stems in Kimatuumbi carry high tone on the penultimate mora (e.g. changaláwe 'gravel'; Odden 1996:179), whereas shorter stems (one to three syllables) can carry high tone on either the penult (e.g. ndogólo ; Odden 1996:78) or the final (e.g. ngalawá 'canoe'; Odden 1996:179) . A related pattern is also found in Içuã Tupi (Abrahamson 1968:17-18) , where accent occurs predominantly on the penult in words of up to four syllables (e.g. [í.tĩŋ] 'it is white', [pa.ti.u̯ á.pɛ] 'bark pan'), but on the antepenult in words of five syllables or more ([a.bi.dá.bi.dab m ]). Observe, however, that the Içuã Tupi pattern is subject to some variation: Abrahamson (1968:17-18) notes that words of up to four syllables can have antepenultimate stress ([ta.tá.pũ.ĩ] 'ashes'), and six-syllable words can have third-syllable stress ([a.hɛ.á.bɛ.bu.i] 'his lung').
Shrinking-window systems can be modeled as resulting from an interaction between contextual anti-lapse constraints (like *LapseR) and general anti-lapse constraints (like *Lapse). In both Kimatuumbi and NKK, in words of all lengths, the position of the accent is restricted by a right-edge disyllabic window. As before, we model this window with the constraint *LapseR; candidates where stress does not fall on one of the final two syllables receive a fatal violation (as in 41a). Within the window, accent is free to fall on either the penult, as in 41b, or the final, as in 41c; I assume that this freedom is due to a variable ranking between AlignR and NonFinality.
(41) Freedom of accent in shorter words (one to three syllables)
In longer words (four or more syllables), the desire to keep accent at the left edge of the stressable window (i.e. on the penult) can be attributed to *ExtLapse, a contextfree anti-lapse constraint. As demonstrated by the losing candidate 42d, stressing the final syllable of a four-syllable word results in a sequence of three stressless syllables and a fatal violation of *ExtLapse. Candidate 42c, with penultimate stress, is selected as the winner, since it is the only other candidate that satisfies *LapseR.
(42) Restriction of accent in longer words (four or more syllables)
/σσσσ/ *LapseR *ExtLapse AlignR NonFinality
For the Içuã Tupi pattern described above, the analysis is similar: retraction of stress to the antepenult in words of five or more syllables (as in [a.bi.dá.bi.dab m ]) can be analyzed as a general tendency to avoid *ExtLapse violations, subject to the constraints of a right-edge trisyllabic window.
The three systems just discussed are the only examples of shrinking-window systems that I am aware of. Although these systems are only marginally attested, their expected rate of attestation is quite high: at least 20% of the rankings of Kager's (2012) anti-lapse constraint set, assuming a single stress per word, generate shrinking-window systems. 16 Assuming that 71.37% of all systems have only one stress per word, as is the case in Gordon's (2002) survey, the joint probability is that shrinking-window systems should make up at least 14.27% of all languages, or at least seventy-two of the 510 languages in StressTyp (Goedemans & van der Hulst 2009 ). The fact that they are severely underattested relative to what we might expect is consistent with the discussion in §5.1: shrinking-window systems, like midpoint systems, are difficult to learn because they pose a credit problem. The fact that shrinking-window systems are attested, and midpoint systems are not, just reflects the fact that shrinking-window systems are expected to be more frequent in the first place. 17 I turn now to a stark asymmetry in the typology of binary-stress systems. In the majority of iterative binary-stress systems (143/158 in StressTyp; see Staubs 2014b:429) , the placement of primary stress is correlated with the direction of iterative stress (see also Gordon 2002:522) . Systems where the primary stress is rightmost generally exhibit right-to-left iteration; systems where primary stress is leftmost generally exhibit left-toright iteration. The result is a system in which the location of primary stress is consistent across words of all lengths, as in the Maranungku examples in 43. 18 (43) Iterative binary stress in Maranungku (Tryon 1970 :10 for a-b; p. 9 for c-d) a. tíralk 'saliva' σ σσ b. maeŕapaet 'beard' σ σσσ σc . jáŋarmàta 'the Pleiades' σ σσσ σσ d. ŋáltirìtirì 'tongue' σ σσσ σσσ σÌ n a smaller number of languages (15/158 in StressTyp; Staubs 2014b:429) , the placement of primary stress opposes the direction of iterative parsing: these are systems with right-to-left parsing where the primary stress is leftmost, or left-to-right parsing where the primary stress is rightmost. The result is a count system (see also van der Hulst 1996 , McGarrity 2003 , where the position of primary stress varies as a function of word parity. Data from Nyawagi (Dixon 1983 ) illustrate this in 44.
(44) Iterative binary stress in Nyawagi (Dixon 1983:443) a. ɟíŋa 'man' σ σσ b. bulbíri 'quail' σσ σσ c. bíyaɟàla 'water snake' σ σσσ σσ Staubs (2014b) shows that a MaxEnt learner faces a greater difficulty in acquiring systems like 44, where the position of main stress varies according to word parity, than it does in acquiring systems like 43, where the position of main stress is fixed with respect to some edge. This clear asymmetry in the typology of binary-stress systems further illustrates the dispreference for systems in which the placement of main stress varies as a function of syllable count. 19 As with the comparison between the shrinking-window and the midpoint systems, perhaps the reason why count systems are attested (and midpoint systems are not) is because, abstracting away from considerations of learnability, count systems are expected to be far more frequent in the first place. Assuming that the relative placement of pri-mary stress is a parametric choice (leftmost or rightmost ; Prince 1983 :25, Gordon 2002 and that both directionalities of parsing are equally probable, we would expect that in fully half of all binary systems, the placement of main stress should oppose the direction of parsing. In Gordon 2002, 64/262 (24.43%) of the languages surveyed have binary stress (counts were obtained from the online appendix to Gordon 2002) . Assuming that this is representative, we would expect 12.21% of all systems to exhibit the kind of binary alternation displayed in 44. We can now compare this expected rate of attestation to that of the midpoint systems, which are expected to make up only 3.26% of all systems (see §2.2). Given this large difference in expected frequency, it is unsurprising that we also find a difference in attested frequency.
6. Discussion and conclusions. At this point, we can enumerate the factors that potentially contribute to the absence of midpoint systems from the attested typology. First, as discussed in §2.2, their expected rate of attestation is fairly low: we expect mid point systems to comprise roughly 3.26% of the total typology. Second, we have seen that a learner attempting to acquire a midpoint system is faced with several difficulties. The credit problem incurred by all midpoint systems, together with the long-word problem incurred by a subset of them, causes midpoint systems as a class to be difficult for a learner to acquire. It is important to note that no one of these factors is independently responsible for the absence of midpoint systems from the attested typology: no one of them is alone sufficient to explain the absence of the entire class. Rather, the hypothesis is that it is all of these separate factors, working independently, that drive the attested frequency of midpoint systems down to zero.
This multipart story, then, is the alternative to Kager's (2012) proposal that midpoint systems should be eliminated from the learner's hypothesis space. And if this learnability-based alternative is successful, there are important theoretical consequences. Recall that Kager's proposed modifications to Con involve the elimination of contextual antilapse constraints. Since purely grid-based (foot-free) theories of stress depend on contextual anti-lapse constraints to model the typology of stress windows, the elimination of these constraints poses a serious problem for foot-free theories of stress. If, however, it is possible to show that the absence of midpoint systems can be explained in another way, then there is no need to exclude contextual anti-lapse constraints from Con. This means that the midpoint pathology no longer poses a problem for foot-free theories of stress, nor does it serve as an argument for the necessity of weakly layered feet in metrical theory. Whether other phenomena taken to be arguments for weakly layered feet (e.g. segmental processes that appear to refer to foot structure; see Martínez-Paricio & Kager 2015 ) present a fatal blow to foot-free theories of stress is a matter I leave for further investigation.
It is important to keep in mind, however, that what has been shown in this exploration is only a small part of what must be shown for this learnability-based alternative to be truly viable. What the above discussion has established is that midpoint systems are difficult to learn for a specific type of machine learner. Our interest, however, is ultimately in the behavior of human learners: would they find midpoint systems difficult to learn, just like the machine learner does? In order for this alternative to be a valid one, it would be necessary to show that human learners behave like the machine learner with regard to midpoint systems being difficult to acquire. While the behavior of human learners could potentially be assessed through experiments with artificial grammar learning (see e.g. Carpenter 2010 , Greenwood 2014 for experiments involving stress systems), for the time being I leave these questions open. This article has shown that the learnability problem posed by midpoint systems is a possible explanation for their absence from the attested typology. Further work is necessary to determine whether this explanation is the correct one.
Appendix A: Presentation and discussion of the word-length data Although it has been shown for a number of lexica that short words outnumber long words, there has been less work investigating the distributional properties of natural language corpora, that is, an approximation of what a learner would encounter (see references in §4.1). In order to make a meaningful crosslinguistic comparison, it is necessary to find a standardized text corpus that is readily available for a number of languages. To satisfy this criterion, the Bible was chosen, since it is a single text that has been translated into hundreds of languages. Counts were obtained from the book of Mark; in the rare case that Mark was unavailable, other books were substituted. Analysis was automated with a script that counted the number of words per the number of orthographic vowels in a given corpus. Scripts and all other resources used for this word-length study are available from the author upon request.
The Bible has the advantage of being a text that is freely available in hundreds of languages, but using it introduces several methodological issues. First, it is unclear exactly how closely the word-length distribution of the Bible mirrors the word-length distribution of everyday speech. To explore this, I compared the wordlength distribution of the King James Bible (790,028 words, representing Biblical language) to a selection of interviews with various former members of the Beatles, from the Beatles Interview Database (90,713 words, representing everyday conversational speech). 20 As shown in Figure A1 , despite the difference in both corpus size and corpus type, their word-length distributions are nearly identical. Another methodological issue surrounds the question of what counts as a vowel. In many languages, phoneme-to-orthography conversion is not one-to-one, and some graphemes can function as either a vowel or a consonant. English <y>, for example, is pronounced as the diphthong [ai] in the word by, but as the glide [ j] in the word you. To avoid undercounting, English <y> and phonemic chameleons in other languages were always counted as vowels. More generally, if a given grapheme could function as a vowel in any context, it was counted as a vowel in all contexts; no attempt was made to account for language-specific, context-sensitive processes like glide formation. The set of vowels counted for a given language was generally determined by consulting online resources, like Wikitravel's phrasebooks (http://wikitravel.org/en/List_of_phrasebooks). When this information was unavailable, the most likely set of vowels was determined by examining the distributional properties of suspect graphemes.
Since each orthographic vowel was counted individually, this means that sequences of orthographic vowels were treated as sequences of monophthongs rather than diphthongs (or triphthongs, etc.). It should be noted that counting each individual vowel, rather than each syllable, can sometimes lead to artificial inflation of the counts in languages where the phoneme-to-orthography conversion is not one-to-one. In English, for example, the word beat has two vowel symbols, though it has only one syllable (/bit/); Romanian pierd-ea-i 'you used to lose' has five vowel symbols, but only two syllables (/pi Steriade, p.c.) . No attempt was made to determine which vowel sequences constitute a syllable in a given language or, more generally, to control for differing orthographic conventions.
One final question regards the notion of wordhood. Languages often differ in which combinations of morphemes can be represented together as a single word. Even within a language, orthographic conventions can be inconsistent. Consider, for example, the pronominal clitics of French. In the imperative Mange-les 'eat them', les is appended to the verb. In the indicative Il les mange 'he is eating them', however, the clitic is written as a separate word. This orthographic difference does not correspond to a difference in phonology; in neither case is the clitic prosodically independent. Although differing conventions regarding orthographic wordhood introduce a confound, I did not attempt to address it. Here, a space constitutes a word boundary.
At the time of writing, the sample consisted of data from 102 languages, selected on the basis of the availability of online resources. The surveyed languages hail from twenty-six major language families: AfroAsiatic (three), Algic (one), Austro-Asiatic (one), Austronesian (ten), Daly (one), English-based Creole (three), Eskimo-Aleut (two), French-based Creole (one), Gunwingguan (three), Indo-European (thirty-three), Iroquoian (one), Japonic (one), Jivaroan (one), Koreanic (one), Mayan (six), Niger-Congo (eight), NiloSaharan (two), Pama-Nyungan (ten), Quechuan (one), Sepik (one), Sino-Tibetan (two), Trans-New Guinea (two), Turkin (two), Uto-Aztecan (two), Uralic (three), and one isolate (Basque). The number of words counted ranged from 6,415 (Inuktitut; Eskimo-Aleut) to 38,266 (Anindilyakwa; Pama-Nyungan), with an average of 14,402. The investigation yielded two main results. First, the distribution of word lengths is extremely variable across languages. Despite this variability, however, in the large majority of languages, long words are extremely rare.
The overall results are summarized graphically in Fig. 1 , in the main body of the text. In Table A2 , I have included a breakdown of the word-length distributions for each of the languages in the survey, together with language-family information (from Ethnologue; Lewis et al. 2015) and the online data source; note that all percentages in the table have been rounded to the nearest whole number. An editable Excel spreadsheet containing this information, as well as some additional material (raw numbers, information on which graphemes were counted as vowels, etc.), is available from the author upon request. The key for the sources is in Table  A1 ; see Appendix B for details. Table A2 . Word-length distributions by language.
a Genesis 1-9, 11; Jonah 1-4; 1 Thessalonians 1-5; 2 Thessalonians 1-3 (gospels not available).
b Mark 1, 2, 4, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 11, [14] [15] [16] John 8, 11, 20, 21; Matthew 1, 2, 6, 11, 27 . These do not all appear to be full chapters.
